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Executive Summary 

This report by the CERT® Coordination Center, part of Carnegie Mellon University’s Software 
Engineering Institute, presents the results of a study of non-signature-based approaches to 
detecting malicious activity in computer network traffic. Our results are based on a survey of the 
academic literature on anomaly detection (AD) and interviews with personnel from security 
operations centers at organizations in key sectors. 

One major theme emerged from discussions with operators: many organizations are reporting 
success with security operations that depend on “intuitive engineers” querying against customized 
back-end storage solutions, a process often referred to as “hunting operations.” These engineers 
have the knowledge required to understand the context surrounding the network data being 
analyzed. This includes an understanding of the operations of the organization, the structure of its 
networks, and sophisticated understanding of network protocols and the observable behaviors of 
normal and malicious activity on the network. As new types of attacks are identified, often using 
ad hoc analysis relying on non-signature-based approaches, analysts leverage opportunities to 
translate these analyses into repeatable, automatable processes for alerting on suspicious activity. 

At the same time, there is a high degree of dissatisfaction with the flexibility, interoperability, 
scalability, and ultimately with the perceived value of commercial solutions for detecting 
malicious behavior. Cybersecurity operators are increasingly using open source software and 
custom storage solutions to address some of these problems. Commercial vendors are responding 
to the need by updating offerings to include more flexible collection, storage, and analysis 
platforms. 

Hunting operations are still as much art as science, relying heavily on the availability of highly 
qualified staff with the time and opportunity to understand the environments they defend. 
Research and development of non-signature-based technologies should identify opportunities to 
effectively focus the use of valuable analyst time, support knowledge management to decrease the 
burden on individual analysts to retain context, and generally provide more powerful tools for 
human analysts.  

 
®  CERT® is a registered mark owned by Carnegie Mellon University. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 About This Report 

The Office of the Under Secretary for Defense for Policy (OUSDP) tasked the Software Engineering 
Institute (SEI) at Carnegie Mellon University (CMU) with independently surveying and assessing 
non-signature-based approaches, tools, and techniques to cybersecurity, with a specific focus on 
network-based detection of malicious activity. The goals of this study were to 

• characterize current and emerging non-signature-based approaches, tools, and techniques 

• identify and characterize industry best practices for non-signature-based approaches, tools, and 
techniques 

• characterize the maturity of these approaches and the state of their adoption by industry 

• identify the most promising current, emerging, and future non-signature-based approaches and 
technologies that merit consideration  

The study had two phases. In the first phase, the SEI selectively surveyed the large body of anomaly 
detection (AD) literature to identify potential solutions.1 In the second phase, the SEI interviewed 
participants from commercial companies. This report synthesizes the findings from both phases of the 
study. 

1.2 Methodology 

In the first phase of the project, the SEI selectively surveyed the large body of anomaly detection 
(AD) literature to identify potential solutions. In the second phase, the SEI interviewed participants 
from commercial companies. The participants were largely technical security managers and staff 
responsible for internal security engineering and operations. We used a standard set of questions (see 
Appendix A) to guide the discussion, but we encouraged participants to elaborate or address other 
relevant areas based on their own experiences. The results of the interviews provided a view of best 
practices and lessons learned from subject matter experts within the community, with the 
understanding that these organizations do not represent the whole community, but rather individual 
entities from critical infrastructure sectors. This report discusses the key challenges, potential 
solutions, and policy recommendations that came from the literature survey, interviews, and the 
experience of SEI researchers.  

1.3 Intrusion Detection Background 

What is malicious activity? 

The term unauthorized result can be defined as increased access, disclosure of information, corruption 
of information, denial of service, or theft of resources caused by an attack. In this report, malicious 
activity means activity with the goal of obtaining an unauthorized result and that has a negative impact 

on Critical Success Factors [CAW10]. 

 
1  Additional detail from the literature survey can be found in the paper What You Know and What You Don’t Know: A 

Survey of Anomaly Detection Techniques Applied to Network Intrusion Detection [JM13]. 
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What are the threats to mission success? 

Organizations need to examine threats in terms of the organizational mission and operating model to 
understand the real-world possibilities of disrupting their business functions. Threats vary 
significantly across government and industry sectors. Some of the interviewed operators indicated that 
threats change due to corporate events such as high-profile customer engagements or international 
conferences. Such events add a timing element to data analysis. All organizational factors influence 
the specific technologies operators implement within their infrastructure and the processes analysts 
use to identify suspicious activity. 

How do you measure success? 

One of the survey’s goals was to understand how the respondents judged their own effectiveness and 
how their organization’s leadership evaluated it. Interviewees framed most of their answers in terms of 
something not happening, which is often hard to demonstrate. Cybersecurity personnel struggle to 
measure their success, and there does not appear to be a good solution. Interviewees’ responses to this 
issue include the following: 

• “Success is staying out of the Washington Post” and protecting the brand. 

• Counting tickets produces metrics related to workload, but it is not at all clear that increased 
ticket counts correspond to improved performance. 

• It seems that the important attacks are becoming more sophisticated and fewer in number. 
However, it is not clear how one would measure these variables together. One indication might 
be a decline in the number of tickets concurrent with increasing risk and loss. 

• Compliance with standards and regulatory requirements is one way to measure success. But do 
these equate to improved security? 

• Return-on-investment (ROI) calculations have not worked. Leadership now sees security as a 
cost of business. 
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2 Challenges 

This section discusses the cyber community’s key challenges to detecting malicious activity. These 
themes emerged from the survey of AD literature and interviews with the industry participants. 
Operational security groups are continuously trying to address these challenges, both internally and by 
working with vendors and researchers. The challenges impact the effectiveness of products and the 
feasibility of their wide adoption. 

2.1 Changing User and IT Services 

The rise of mobile device use, bring-your-own-device (BYOD) policies, cloud computing, and the 
share-everything culture of social networking is changing how networks are being used. The 
diminishing expectations of privacy and data protection, both at the personal and organizational levels, 
are influencing the community’s definition of an incident. This impacts the role and capabilities of IT 
security groups in managing and controlling activities across the network. In addition, the idea of the 
network perimeter is vanishing, and enterprises have to become more focused on the end points. The 
result is that data is more distributed across many types of devices and harder to protect. 

2.2 Changing Threat Landscape 

The threat landscape is never static. Changing factors that affect the threat landscape include the 
motivation, capabilities, and resources of adversaries; vulnerabilities that are discovered as new 
devices and services are deployed or upgraded; and the value of assets, both to attackers and 
defenders. 

2.3 Changing Marketplace 

The cybersecurity marketplace has changed significantly over the last few years. Vendor products that 
provide sensors and management platforms that are proprietary, or silo-solutions, are seen as too 
restrictive and are falling out of favor. We have observed a change in emphasis from commercial 
products to open source solutions. Vendor-provided sensors are still being used, but they have become 
a source of data instead of the complete solution. Overall, commercial tools are seen to have 
insufficient flexibility, manageability, and interoperability. Several interview respondents reported 
dissatisfaction with the scalability of vendor solutions, particularly in storage and retrieval. One 
organization reported it largely builds its own tools due to the many problems with commercial tools. 
This organization found that there is a lack of application programming interfaces (APIs) for 
monitoring product performance and sharing data across platforms. 

Open source products are providing alternatives for products such as antivirus (AV) and intrusion 
detection systems (IDS). Support structures for open source solutions have been enhanced 
significantly, providing the assurances enterprise customers require. In addition, some products are 
becoming part of larger platforms. For instance, Microsoft has begun building AV into their operating 
systems. This kind of combined functionality allows security organizations to shift where they spend 
their budgets. 
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2.4 Volume and Variety of Data 

We are drowning in information, but starved for knowledge—John Naisbitt 

The high volume and variety of data make it difficult to determine what is important, what should be 
collected, what analysts should look at, where it should be stored, and how to scale storage solutions 
[Gol12]. Some possible data sources in modern enterprises include proxy logs, email metadata, 
firewall logs, IDS logs, intrusion prevention system (IPS) logs, authentication data, dynamic host 
configuration protocol (DHCP) logs, domain name system (DNS) query logs, badge data, netflow, 
host-based collection, and crash-dump analysis. 

2.5 Anomalous Behavior Is Not Malicious Behavior 

For more than a decade, AD has been pursued as a way to increase detection rates. Gates and Taylor 
[GT06] list assumptions underlying the use of AD for intrusion detection. The most notable 
assumption is that attack behavior is somehow different from normal traffic, but attackers might hide 
their activities in normal traffic.  

2.6 The Need for Actionable Reporting 

Sommer and Paxson frame the need for actionable reporting this way: “Anomaly detection systems 
face a key challenge of transferring their results into actionable reports for the network operator. In 
many studies, we observe a lack of this crucial final step, which we term the semantic gap…. The next 
step then needs to interpret the results from an operator’s point of view — ‘What does it mean?’ 
Answering this question goes to the heart of the difference between finding abnormal 
activity and attacks” [SP10].  

The high diversity of traffic on today’s networks increases the challenge. There is an increasing 
amount of variability in network traffic that operators need to manage. It is becoming more difficult to 
understand normal traffic and detect the important signal in the noise. Such variability and complexity 
leads to more difficulty in detecting attacks in large environments. 

Proper interpretation of the data requires sufficient context. The same activity related to two different 
IP addresses could mean two very different things. The role of the server or device to which the IP 
address is assigned has a significant impact on the analysis of the event. Analysis done at large 
network consolidation points (e.g., enterprise internet gateways) is less effective at finding new or 
sophisticated threats due to reduced knowledge of the target environment. Further, analysts who do 
not have a strong understanding of acceptable or normal business processes have difficulty 
determining whether an anomaly is malicious. Simpler environments with smaller, well-defined 
processes make it easier to spot deviations and determine the proper mitigation and response 
measures.  

2.7 Supporting a Broad Community 

The cyber defense community comprises a wide range of members, from two-person shops to well-
defined organizations with hundreds of analysts and operators. This reflects the range of missions and 
IT environments that are being supported. A single solution will not meet everyone’s needs, so the 
community must develop solutions that can address the existing range of operating environments. 
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3 Solutions Discussion 

The interviews included discussions of several intrusion detection approaches, providing a good view 
into best practices from leading cyber organizations. This chapter provides brief descriptions of each 
approach along with information on costs, risks, benefits, and any policy recommendations. During 
the discussions, it became evident that many organizations have a strategy that integrates detection 
and protection, so some of these solutions perform both duties.  

The study examined the following solutions: 

• hunting operations

• security information and event management (SIEM)

• content inspection

• DNS analytics

• list-based monitoring

• network profiling

• deception

• anomaly detection

These solutions differ in nature and deployment location within the enterprise (see Figure 1). The 
hunting operations and SIEM solutions are predominately operating within the security enclave, with 
sensors sending data from locations across the enterprise networks. Content inspection services, such 
as web proxy and sandbox solutions, reside near the internet gateways or other egress points. DNS, 
access control, and network profiling infrastructures operate in the network by sending and receiving 
information to and from the security enclave. Deception solutions, such as honeypots, and intrusion 
detection sensors reside at internet gateways or other locations in the network based on specific needs. 
These differences affect their performance, cost structures, deployment complexity, and security risks. 
Most of the solutions examined use some form of AD.  

Figure 1: Security Deployment Illustration 
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3.1 Hunting Operations 

Description 

From our interviews, it seems that the discovery of new and unknown attacks is being accomplished 
by human analysts who have been given freedom to perform ad hoc analytic activities using all of 
their available resources. One respondent used the terms “intuitive engineer” and “hunting operations” 
to describe the process of analysts looking for malicious behavior. Another said, “Vendors will never 
know what an anomaly is in our environment; we do.” Trade publications provide some confirmation 
that hunting is emerging as an effective approach [Ros12], and government has extensively used the 
term as well as hunting processes.  

The general process outlined in Figure 2 is to mine data, identify suspicious activity, conduct the 
investigation, and then codify an analytic around it, if appropriate. Analysts perform heuristic queries 
informed by expert knowledge of the allowed and expected behavior and the controls implemented. 
For instance, a small domestic financial firm does not expect any VPN connectivity from outside the 
United States. Such connections, if they occur, would be inherently suspicious. Once suspicious 
activities are identified, analysts investigate in more detail and determine whether it is benign or a 
security incident. This process is performed iteratively, sorting through the potentially huge amounts 
of information to identify incidents. It could be characterized as throwing out the hay to find the 
needles. Analysts will often focus on a few common protocols and apply their understanding of 
related business processes and their expected behaviors. Excluding the rest of the data makes the 
interesting things that require additional examination stand out. This process often results in the 
creation of a repeatable process that looks for suspicious IP addresses, domain names, certificates, and 
other artifacts. Automating the repeatable process often results in new signatures that can be deployed 
to existing infrastructure, minimizing analysts’ workload.  

 

Figure 2: Hunting Operations Process 
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The discussions with the survey participants revealed that most shared the same view of architectures 
for detecting malicious activity. Nearly all organizations reported using custom, back-end data storage 
solutions, in many cases a Hadoop implementation, and open source software to support their 
detection and analysis functions. Technology developments have provided new “big data” capabilities 
that were not available a few years ago. This strategy is being used to address the dissatisfaction with 
the flexibility, interoperability, scalability, and poor perceived value of commercial solutions. Also, 
for situations where signatures are not available, deployed sensors are serving as data collection 
devices, and the intrusion detection activities are being performed in the centralized, analysis 
functions of the architecture. This approach is greatly improved when analysts understand the 
environment and have the required context to relate data to physical assets and business operations. 
Figure 3 illustrates the key components of the architecture required to support this style of analysis. 

 

   Figure 3: Collection and Analysis Architecture 

Examples 

Identifying suspicious VPN activity: Analysts develop an understanding of normal traffic patterns 
over time, such as the timing and source of VPN connections coming into the enterprise. For example, 
analysts can search log data, stored in a data repository, for connections that originate from 
international locations. This might suggest that a VPN connection has been established using stolen 
credentials. This information can be joined with access logs and travel records to validate the activity. 
Further investigation into what application activity occurred over the VPN tunnel and specific logs 
from those application servers can lead an analyst to the details needed to determine if an actual 
intrusion took place. 

Using real-world context to identify spear phishing: One interviewee described a scenario in which 
the operator is notified when executives are going to external conferences or trips to important, high-
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profile meetings. These occurrences change their threat profile and justify additional diligence. 
Analysts can examine email logs for suspicious sender and subject headings that could indicate a spear 
phishing attack related to recent meetings. Public activities can provide enough contextual information 
for an attacker to appear legitimate and fool a recipient into accessing a malicious website that infects 
the victim’s computer. The analyst can then examine the logs to determine if this type of attack 
occurred and the nature of the specific attack.  

Identifying beaconing malware: The example detailed in Figure 4 describes a process that was used 
successfully to detect machines infected with previously unknown malware. The malware was 
confirmed as unknown by a commercial threat feed provider and the process was transitioned to a 
SOC team for operational use.  

Certain classes of malware “phone home” to command and control servers using beaconing behavior. 
Beaconing is traffic that repeats at regular intervals and/or with regular payload size. Detection of this 
communication could lead to the identification of infected systems and allow damage assessment and 
remediation. 

This example is presented to illustrate the steps, types of data, activities, and knowledge required to 
perform hunting operations. It also lists, for each step, if the step can be automated. It assumes a level 
of familiarity with networking and security technology and terms such as network flow, DNS, 
blacklists, reputation lists, and beaconing. In the environment of this example, two of the major 
sources of data available were network flow data and a database of past passive DNS queries and 
responses. Available data will differ in different environments. Certain types of knowledge will also 
change in different environments: the internal network range, expected behavior of different systems, 
local policies, and assets. Others may change less from one environment to the next: DNS blacklists 
and IP reputation lists. Some types of activities are likely to remain constant: data selection, 

calculation of derived statistics, steps to understand what is happening, steps to understand 

what should be happening, indicator expansion, and manual investigation. Some steps of this analysis 

can be automated, mostly data acquisition and checking data against other sources. Later steps require 
manual analysis. 
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Figure 4: Hunting Operations Example, Detailed Steps 
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Risks and Vulnerabilities 

The hunting operations approach is based on the concept of collecting large quantities of different 
types of data and storing it in a centralized repository to be analyzed. This raises a number of security 
concerns related to protecting the confidentiality and integrity of the data. The scope and level of 
detail can include very sensitive information pertaining to the business and its employees. The system 
must be protected against intruders gaining access to analyze the data themselves or possibly changing 
the information to cover their tracks. This also raises additional security concerns regarding the 
analysts and operators who have legitimate access to the system. Background investigations, training, 
auditing, and monitoring can help reduce the risks associated with security personnel with malicious 
intent.  

Level of Adoption 

Most of the interviewees had conducted some form of hunting operation, but the details of those 
implementations varied widely. The interviewees acknowledged that most small and medium-sized 
organizations do not have the funding and staffing resources to support a hunting operations 
component. These restrictions should lessen as more skilled staff become available and the technology 
continues to mature. 

Costs and Benefit Considerations 

The hunting operations solution is providing positive results and is considered by most to be an 
effective strategy. While it does require staffing and infrastructure resources, it can be scaled and 
customized depending on the organization’s needs and budget constraints. Many of the software 
components are available via free, open source distributions, but adequately sized hardware will still 
be required. The solution also requires the collection of data from various sensors and services across 
the enterprise, which can create other infrastructure costs. Hunting operations have a major 
dependency on staff developing the required technical skills to support the database and perform the 
analytic operations. Finding qualified individuals is a challenge, and developing the skills internally 
takes time. As the associated tools and techniques continue to mature, it is believed that the solution’s 
effectiveness in detecting more sophisticated attacks will continue to increase. 

Policy Implications 

Adoption: Given the effectiveness, low risk, and in some cases ease of deployment of hunting 
operations, further adoption should be encouraged.  

Education and staffing: A human resources strategy will need to be developed for government and 
industry to increase the size of the analyst pool. Individuals will need to be trained in the universities 
and provided ongoing training. Initiatives will need to be developed to attract and retain quality staff.  

3.2 Security Information and Event Management 

Description 

SIEM tools aggregate and correlate security data to identify and prioritize incidents. The tools attempt 
to relate data from multiple devices to a single event, providing the analyst with as much information 
as possible. SIEM products provide a number of functions, including log collection, real-time analysis, 
reporting, and operational dashboards. Figure 5 illustrates the general architecture of many of the 
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commercial solutions available. As in hunting operations, the approach requires the collection of data 
from various sources. However, SIEM solutions sometimes require specific collection devices that are 
proprietary, can automatically analyze aggregated data, and have scalability constraints. The 
interviews indicated a significant shift away from traditional SIEM products. 

 

Figure 5: General SIEM Architecture 

Examples 

Vendors tend to focus on specific core functionality while including some capabilities in the other 
areas. For instance, HP’s ArcSight product does real-time analysis of data and includes a robust 
graphical user interface for ops-center environments. Splunk is recognized for its log management 
capabilities that allow analysts to sift through large amounts of machine data. Symantec, McAfee, and 
IBM’s Q1 Labs are other companies offering SIEM products. OSSIM provides one open source 
alternative. 

Risks and Vulnerabilities 

SIEM solutions have many of the same security concerns as hunting operations. One difference is that 
SIEM implementations often do not address the same wide scope of data that hunting operations 
collect. SIEM solutions require a significant amount of customized tuning for specific environments, 
thus increasing the chance that it will miss attacks. Handling the volume of data produced by security 
devices across large enterprises presents its own operational risks. The SIEM product’s effectiveness 
depends on the capabilities of the sensors and other devices that are feeding it data. During 
deployment, integrating all these devices requires significant planning and coordination. Technical 
interfaces must be determined, potentially requiring configuration changes to operational networks. 
Many of the devices may be managed by other organizations, entailing the development of internal 
agreements and operational procedures. Lastly, as in other solutions, analysts must have sufficient 
context to assess SIEM alerts and determine the appropriate actions. 

Level of Adoption 

SIEM solutions are widely deployed. However, custom storage solutions and products that allow more 
free-form queries of large volumes of data and require minimal investment and set-up time are 
attracting users. SIEM vendors are tailoring products to emphasize areas that have proven successful 
and are now developing “big data” strategies such as integration with Hadoop. 

Costs and Benefit Considerations 

There seems to be a perception that SIEM systems have delivered minimal value compared to the 
significant capital and labor investments required for their deployment and ongoing operation. Many 
of the solutions are proprietary, requiring vendor support contracts and limiting the amount of 
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customization and integration that customers can perform. Open source solutions are providing a 
feasible alternative for many organizations. 

The feedback we received about SIEM solutions came mostly from large enterprises. However, SIEM 
products may be better suited to the smaller data volume and lesser data diversity of small and 
medium-sized organizations. The workflow features of SIEM products provide a level of automation 
that may be sufficient to support their incident handling and analysis needs. 

3.3 Content Inspection 

Description 

Several interview participants highlighted the value of sandboxing to inspect content that is coming 
into their networks (Figure 6). Email attachments and downloads from websites are common vectors 
for malware. From a kill chain perspective [HCA11], this would be the delivery phase of the attack. 
Sandboxing techniques do not depend on signatures. Rather, they examine the behavior of the file to 
assess its potential risk. Content inspection’s behavior analysis approach and ability to process traffic 
in near-real time make it a defense against zero-day attacks. 

Virtual machine technology provides an economical method of constructing closed environments 
where it is safe to open downloaded documents and code. This technique can help identify 
characteristics of the potential malware such as attempted connections back to a command and control 
(C2) system. Content inspection monitors the behavior of downloads in a protected environment, 
blocks malware before it gets to the user, and analyzes it to better understand emerging malicious code 
techniques and attack campaigns. This solution should be applied in conjunction with signature-based 
solutions such as virus protection, IDS, and firewalls. 

A significant portion of the process is automatable using commercially available and open source 
solutions. Tuning allows administrators to incorporate specific policies, further reducing the need for 
manual intervention. For instance, applying a policy that bans email attachments from resulting in 
code execution or network activity may allow the sandbox device to decide whether to forward an 
attachment. In other situations, malware analysts will need to investigate the specifics characteristics 
of the file, possibly talking to the targeted recipient, and make the final decision on whether it can be 
forwarded. FireEye and ThreatTrack are two commercial sandbox execution solutions, and Cuckoo 
provides an open source solution. We are aware of two organizations that developed their own custom 
sandbox solutions. 
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Figure 6: Sandbox Evaluation of Email Attachments 

Examples 

Sandboxing email attachments: Documents that are received via email attachments are a typical 
injection vector for malicious software. If the act of opening a document (e.g., a Word or PDF 
document) causes network traffic, changes to registry settings, or other system modifications, the 
document may be malicious. This is a case where intuitive logic (opening documents should not cause 
network activity) is applied to determine malicious intent. 

Sandboxing web downloads: Downloads from websites can also result in code that executes in the 
user’s environment. Sometimes this is expected (in the case of Java or executable files). Sometimes it 
is not. Web downloads can also be run and observed in virtualized environments. This is a case where 
behavioral analysis (e.g., attempted network connections) can be combined with other information 
(e.g., C2 blacklists, reputation lists, local policy) to determine intent. 

Crawling web pages for executable content: Sandboxing allows for even more proactive solutions, 
such as crawling web pages, downloading executable content, executing it in a sandbox environment, 
and using that information to detect new malware or build reputation lists. See MITRE’s HoneyClient 
or Microsoft’s HoneyMonkey for two examples. Google also uses this technique in conjunction with 
its Safe Browsing project [rajab2011trends]. 

Risks and Vulnerabilities 

• Direct attacks on the sandbox execution environment are possible, such as attempts to 
compromise the security of virtual machines running on the same physical hardware. These 
attacks are occurring and being discussed [ormandy2007empirical]. There have also been 
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attempts to evade honey clients [kapravelos2011escape]. This is just the latest example of the 
digital arms race: as effective defensive cybersecurity solutions are identified, adversaries target 
the solutions themselves and explore evasive techniques. 

• Sandbox analysis may miss malicious behaviors (i.e., produce false negatives). For example, 
some malware attempts to detect if it is executing in a virtualized environment and, if so, behaves 
differently. Also, malicious behaviors may depend on time, user input, execution context, and 
other factors that cannot be duplicated in the sandbox environment. 

• Sandbox execution may incorrectly flag content as malicious (i.e., produce false positives) 
resulting, for example, in a valid email attachment being quarantined. 

• Delayed or blocked content might impact users. 

• It is not realistic to replicate all possible computing environments; complexity increases as the 
number of applications increases. 

Level of Adoption 

Sandbox execution environments have been used in one form or another for a very long time, arguably 
since the invention of timesharing systems (including Unix and Windows). A sandbox security model 
has also been used at the heart of the Java programming language, the Google Android platform, and 
web browser and application security models. 

The routine application of sandbox execution to web and email content to determine malicious intent 
is somewhat more recent and is growing in popularity as it proves effective. Mail servers, web 
proxies, application firewalls, and other products have long had the capability to pass content to 
antivirus products (signature-based solutions), and sandboxing extends that model to behavioral 
solutions (non-signature-based). 

Costs and Benefit Considerations 

The major benefit of content inspection is its ability to detect malicious behavior even in the absence 
of signatures; it can, in some cases, identify unknown attacks. 

Cost considerations for commercial products include the software, hardware, and support costs. Open 
source solutions require knowledgeable support to deploy and maintain. These implementations 
process live traffic, increasing the care that must be taken to minimize impacts to users. Deployment 
times and costs are likely to be proportional to those for deploying antivirus scanners for incoming 
content. Once malware is detected, the content can be quarantined. Further decisions will have to be 
made about the level of manual inspection and analysis desired for quarantined content. This will have 
implications for staffing, for instance, the number of malware analysts required. 

Sandboxing, instead of a complete block action, can be used in conjunction with reputation-based lists 
as a mitigation option for sites with low risk. 

Policy Implications 

Adoption: Encourage further deployment of sandbox solutions. 

Research and development: Support research to identify inherent limitations of sandbox solutions, 
ways to enhance effectiveness, and the application of sandboxing beyond web and email (for example, 
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mobile, cloud, and virtual desktop environments). Ongoing development will be required to address 
countermeasures. 

Staffing: Consider staffing levels required to support manual inspection (malware analysis) of 
quarantined content. 

3.4 DNS Analytics 

Description 

DNS is a fundamental piece of internet architecture. Every client connecting to the internet, or 
enterprise networks using internet technology, makes requests to DNS servers, most often to resolve 
names to addresses before initiating connections to servers. The protocols are well understood and not 
encrypted. A DNS request often indicates an intended action or communication partner. These all 
combine to make analysis of DNS at every level a valuable source of security information. 

When attempting to construct behavior anomaly detection systems, it is helpful to limit the scope of 
the applications in which anomalies need to be detected. A good target application will be common, 
simple, and widely used, but not obscured. DNS fits this profile perfectly. A DNS client is universally 
included in client and server operating systems, and most internet traffic starts with a DNS query. At 
the same time, the protocol is compact and simple, so data volumes are kept low and parsing is not 
prohibitively expensive. Finally, DNS traffic content is not encrypted, so analysts should always have 
access to the payload of the application data, unlike other common protocols such as HTTP or SSH, 
which are often or always encrypted. 

Passive DNS collection has also cleared legal hurdles to adoption. A DHS privacy impact assessment 
for the Einstein system has approved passive DNS collection on U.S. federal government systems 
[DHS12]. 

Any DNS exchange contains information on at least three entities. Trivially, it indicates that a client 
asked a server for information. But the content of the messages is often far more useful. It provides the 
IP addresses on which domains reside, what name servers serve what domains, which domains have 
Domain Name System Security Extensions (DNSSEC) enabled, various information about e-mail 
handling capabilities (MX, SPF, DKIM), and domains that are related due to redirection (CNAME). 
By analyzing the content of DNS messages, the analyst can discover malicious resources. The DNS 
can also be used to deter internal clients from accessing such malicious resources by modifying DNS 
responses for such resources, such as by using BIND’s request policy zone (RPZ) feature. 

There are several monitoring point placement options, which give slightly different results [PB11]. In 
general, DNS messages can be passively observed from the network without loss. If the organization 
centralizes its DNS traffic by forcing all client traffic through a recursive resolver, the traffic can be 
monitored at this network link. But the better advantage of an organizational recursive resolver is that 
it is a single point at which to enforce DNS policy decisions. Monitoring can be done anywhere on the 
network that can see all the DNS traffic. 

Examples 

Detecting rapidly changing malicious resources: Malicious domains can use a network of domain 
names and IP addresses that change rapidly to avoid blocking attempts that use traditional signature-
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based approaches. This technique is called fast flux when a single domain changes IP address rapidly. 
When a malicious resource changes both domain and IP rapidly, it is called double flux. Other features 
of a domain can also flux, such as name server, though this is less common. 

Methods for detecting fast flux and double flux detect the behavior (see [Sto10] and [HGRF08]) and 
do not require a priori knowledge of suspicious domains, so any resource exhibiting this behavior can 
be blocked. The detection algorithms require a minimum amount of data before they can detect flux, 
usually about 10 domains in the fast flux network. Although these first 10 may still cause damage, the 
next 10,000 in the same flux network could be quickly detected and blocked. 

Indicator expansion tool: Indicator expansion the “process of using one or more data sources to 
obtain more indicators of malicious activity by identifying those related to currently known 
indicators” [Spr12]. Passive DNS data provides a rich graph of connections among elements of the 
active internet. It is valuable because the DNS queries are passively observed, which provides a high 
degree of confidence the values are real and active, not provided spuriously by an attacker who has 
noticed the defender is scanning. 

Analysts can use indicator expansion in various situational awareness activities to discover previously 
unknown indicators of malicious activity. DNS is not the only source of information for this process, 
but it is a central one. 

Detect newly active domains: If a domain has never been seen before, it is more likely to be 
malicious. Some defenders choose to prevent access to a domain the first time it is requested on their 
network, an activity sometimes called gray listing. If the DNS messages are monitored, it is easy to 
determine if a domain has been seen before. If the enterprise has a central DNS recursive service, 
responses to such domains can be delayed or modified while the new domain is analyzed to determine 
if it is benign or malicious. This defense complements flux detection, for example. 

Detecting parking: Domain names are occasionally put in storage for future use. This parking is 
achieved by pointing the domain name at a dummy IP address that the domain owner does not actually 
control. This prevents errors, and attackers can use it to circumvent defenses against newly active 
domains, discussed above. Algorithms can detect parking by its pattern of switching the domain to and 
from IP addresses that are not under the control of the same organization. Like detecting flux, 
detecting parking requires a minimum amount of data on a domain. 

Risks and Vulnerabilities 

Like other security solutions, a DNS repository contains information about the enterprise and may be 
a high-value target for an attacker. In the past, attackers have been able to inject spurious DNS 
messages into passive DNS monitoring solutions; however, these attacks have been mitigated, and 
current best practices seem to prevent any corruption of the passive DNS data. 

As mentioned above, properly configured passive DNS collection does not have a significant impact 
on the privacy of the users within the organization. See [DHS12] and [HS12]. 

Level of Adoption 

Many security and network defense organizations, including the United States Computer Emergency 
Readiness Team (US-CERT), currently make use of passive DNS data. Industry provides both self-
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service and managed solutions. For example, Farsight, Inc. (formerly the Security Information 
Exchange at the Internet Systems Consortium) provides a large corpus of live passive DNS 
information. Damballa provides a managed DNS solution that makes use of multiple DNS analysis 
techniques. OpenDNS’s services, which are available to organizations and individuals, block certain 
categories of domains, including known malware and phishing sites. 

Costs and Benefit Considerations 

DNS is a nearly ubiquitous application with low data volumes. Organizations should be able to 
analyze the application data without drastic changes to their IT infrastructure, though some dedicated 
DNS analysis hardware likely would need to be procured. 

DNS analysis provides a rich data set for non-signature-based detection because the rules and 
expectations of a DNS exchange and the content of the messages are well defined. A reasonable 
baseline of expected activity already exists, and behavior outside that baseline is easier to detect than 
for other internet applications. The analysis methods are also comparatively mature, having had more 
than five years’ worth of demonstrated, successful non-signature-based detection methods using DNS 
data. 

Policy Implications 

Adoption: Given the effectiveness, low risk, and in some cases ease of deployment of DNS analytics, 
further adoption should be encouraged. Staffing and cost will vary according to the specific DNS 
analytic. 

Research and development: Defenses and countermeasures are not static. While DNS analytics are 
effective, there has been and will continue to be an evolution of measures (e.g., fast flux). The need 
for ongoing research and development efforts to address countermeasures will remain. 

IT policy: In some cases, IT policy changes would support more effective deployment of DNS 
analytics, for example, requiring all DNS requests to a traverse particular set of DNS resolvers to 
enable logging and their effective use as points of control. 

3.5 List-Based Monitoring 

Description 

Attempted connections to destinations that are deemed higher risk can signal suspicious traffic. 
Blacklists contain IP addresses or domain names that have been determined to be malicious and 
should be blocked. Analysis of the resulting log, event, and netflow data provide analysts with insights 
on potentially compromised machines or other malicious activity. Whitelists contain IP addresses and 
domain names that have been determined to be safe, enabling administrators to validate destinations 
and minimize operational impacts. These solutions are closely related to the DNS analytics solution. 
While list-based monitoring has provided valuable capabilities to operators, it has weaknesses due to 
the time delay of adding a destination to the list and determining its level of accuracy.2 

Methods are being developed to dynamically calculate risk scores for IP addresses and domains. A 
scoring approach allows administrators to create ranges associated to different sets of policy actions, 
 
2  See [AA13] and [JS13] for processes to create two types of whitelists. 
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expanding the simple black-or-white approach. Several vendors as well as the SEI and others in the 
research community are now implementing these methods [APD]. Information such as passive DNS 
data, malware analysis, domain registration data, and border gateway protocol (BGP) data is fed into 
the process. Passive DNS data shows actual resolutions that are taking place on live networks, though 
this data is time dependent because the IP addresses for a given domain name can change over time. 
Malware analysis directly links malicious code and a domain name. BGP information can show a 
broader linkage between an IP address and other networks that are known to host malicious content. 
All the available information is processed to provide a numerical value or risk score. New risk scores 
can be calculated frequently based on the update intervals of the inputted data, significantly increasing 
the accuracy of the list. Before the data can be processed, individual organizations need to determine 
the relative importance of the various inputs and the organization’s overall risk tolerance. For 
example, some organizations will decide to block traffic destined for locations having a risk score 
below 80. Others may decide to route traffic to a sandbox environment if it scores between 65 and 80 
but block anything below 65. The unique nature of each organization will influence how conservative 
or aggressive it needs to be. Risk scores can change over time, so the list needs to be dynamic. An IP 
address may be re-allocated to a new customer and so become a legitimate site, or a host may be 
overtaken by an intruder and begin distributing malware. Unlike most block lists, reputation lists are 
managed dynamically. 

This methodology commonly uses a proxy approach to assess the risk of individual websites. As 
previously mentioned, several vendors such as Blue Coat, Websense, Palo Alto Networks, and 
McAfee offer reputation-based appliances to their enterprise customers. These providers expend 
significant effort to categorize internet sites, allowing customers to select the categories they wish to 
accept and deny. A crowd-sourced solution that incorporates information from a broader community 
is also available [web13]. A related technique is implementing a so-called speed bump, which raises 
an alert to the end-user and asks the user whether or not to proceed. Speed bumps make the user think 
twice before connecting and have proven effective in blocking automated requests from malicious 
code. While these solutions could be considered to be signature-based, the methods used to develop 
them are based on behavioral analysis. 

Examples 

Blocking uncategorized domains: Another technique blocks domains that have not been categorized 
by the web proxy vendor. This effectively blocks many new and suspicious domains by default. This 
is a very low-cost, effective option if an organization has already deployed a web proxy with site 
categorization. 

Mitigating an infected machine: Consider the scenario of a user’s workstation becoming infected 
with malicious code. The code is installed and executed, and then it tries to connect to its command-
and-control system via the HTTP protocol. The machine tries to resolve the DNS hostname for the 
malicious server. The enterprise’s DNS server receives the request and checks the name against its 
lists to find any matches. Instead of resolving the DNS request, the DNS server replies with an IP 
address to an internal server where analysts can further examine the requested resource. The request 
from the malicious code is blocked, and the user’s workstation is not further compromised. Figure 7 
illustrates the reputation list solutions. 
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Figure 7: Reputation List Solution 

Risks and Vulnerabilities 

The operational risk associated with these lists includes an address or domain being incorrectly 
classified as malicious or benign. Lists can go stale if not updated and require localization. Attackers 
can compromise legitimate servers to avoid this protection until they are detected. The risk score data 
must be protected and received only from verified sources so an intruder cannot change values. 

Costs and Benefit Considerations 

The cost associate with these lists depends on the type of solution being implemented. Many lists are 
shared or obtained from external sources. Some are developed and maintained in-house. The 
reputation approach can be purchased or developed in-house with various levels of sophistication. 
Organizations can start with a small solution and grow it over time to lessen the risk, minimize costs, 
and demonstrate its value. This flexibility and ability to tailor its configuration to each organization’s 
unique need makes list-based monitoring very attractive. The reputation approach, in particular, 
provides a dynamic capability to assess the risk of destinations using real data from operational 
networks. Also, the risks are calculated using a scale instead of a simple black-or-white determination 
of safety, providing enhanced fidelity and the ability to provide multiple sets of actions for mitigation 
based on risk score ranges.3 Because the foundation of the method is based on calculations, there is a 
substantial opportunity for automation that could minimize the organization’s level of effort after 
deployment. 

 
3  For instance, anything with a score above 75 is permitted, anything with a score between 55 and 75 requires 

additional authentication, and anything with a score below 55 is blocked. 
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Level of Adoption 

Most enterprises and product vendors use list-based solutions. The mechanics for implementing lists 
are widely available. The data within the lists is inherently dynamic and will continue to change over 
time. Complementary techniques, such as the use of speed bumps, are growing in popularity. 

Policy Implications 

IT policy: DoD should begin monitoring and collecting passive DNS data at the enterprise level to 
provide increased data quality for reputation scoring and other related defense activities. 

3.6 Network Profiling 

Description 

A network profile is an inventory of all assets on a network and the applicable data for each asset. For 
example, a profile of a small enterprise network may list a number of web servers, a web proxy, email 
servers, and a DNS server, along with the ports used by these assets and their average traffic volume. 
An up-to-date network profile provides a picture of a network’s normal state, which can be compared 
to current network traffic to find assets that have recently been added or changed (broad AD). 
Analysts can also use profiling as part of their hunting operations to rule out expected traffic on a 
network, leaving a much smaller portion of unidentified traffic to analyze and to provide needed 
context for specific hosts. The network profile serves as a reality check for documentation and 
network maps that are often out of date and hard to manage across the multiple responsible 
organizations.  

Network profiles can be developed in many different ways and to varying degrees of detail, but the 
basic process is straightforward. All active assets must be found, their traffic analyzed, and services 
listed. Additional profiling such as system fingerprinting can also be done. Scanning tools such as 
Nmap and Nessus can find assets and open ports, network management software can track assets, and 
traffic analysis tools such as SiLK or Wireshark can provide an accurate picture of assets, ports, and 
traffic volumes. Network profiling typically involves a mix of automatic and manual analysis and can 
use active or passive methods, depending on resources and policy. A basic profile can be completed 
and updated automatically. 

Examples 

The enterprise network profiled in the report Network Profiling Using Flow [WF12] benefitted in 
several ways from developing a profile. The process found two assets, one acting as an FTP server and 
one as a web mail server, that were previously undocumented and unknown to administrators. One 
web server hosting connections on port 443 (SSL) was found not to have the appropriate certificate 
installed and so was defaulting to unsecure connections. Analysis of traffic left over after profiling 
also revealed a workstation dual-homed to both the internet and the internal network, resulting in 
unacceptable risk to the network. Additionally, the new profile provided administrators with an 
accurate picture of assets for resource planning purposes. 

Many network profiling training sessions [JW12], using small portions of business networks as case 
studies, have revealed that analysts gain a new, deeper understanding of the assets on the networks 
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they are assigned to protect. This new understanding leads to an enhanced ability to identify potential 
threats or misconfigurations on the network. 

Risks and Vulnerabilities 

As is true for all security methods, network profiling will not catch all malicious activity on a network. 
It is designed to provide snapshots of actual assets on a network. It is a useful tool for creating 
baselines for broad AD and separating normal traffic from junk and potentially malicious traffic. 
Some caveats are that a profile depends on coverage of sensors on the network, and services can run 
on unexpected, nonstandard ports and protocols. 

Level of Adoption 

Many administrators already use Nmap or similar tools to look for assets that should not exist on their 
network. However, Nmap can be slow on a large network, does not look at traffic volumes, does not 
look for changes from the previous scan, and in many cases is against policy. Most network 
administrators use a network monitoring program, which often comes as an add-on to purchased 
enterprise hardware and lists many active assets on the network. However, these programs are used for 
management purposes and are not typically designed for AD. 

Profiling is currently being used in case studies and for training purposes.  

Costs and Benefit Considerations 

Many networks already have the tools in place to do network profiling. Automation and coordination 
of alerts may take time to set up. Analysis of unprofiled traffic will require expertise not held by 
typical network operations staff but well within the scope of a network defense analyst. As with any 
addition to a network security tool set, there is an added load on the network operations team, whose 
duty it is to make sure the tool set runs effectively. In this case, the added load should be minor. 

Regular profiling has the added benefit of saving time during an incident. A security administrator 
with a firm understanding of the network and an up-to-date profile can complete an incident handling 
task more quickly and efficiently. 

Policy Implications 

Adoption: This capability should be integrated with asset management systems to provide security 
staff with more accurate and informative contextual information. Network profiling can be invaluable 
for those who need to understand networks to which they do not have access, for example, service 
providers who must have a picture of their customers’ networks or those providing security for 
customer networks. 

3.7 Deception 

Description 

Deception, as a strategy, implies misleading an adversary into acting in a way that suits the 
organization’s overall goals, rather than the adversary’s goals. The misleading approach 
systematically misrepresents (to the adversary, though likely not to benign users) the infrastructure 
and content in such a way that the adversary’s actions are less productive and more visible than the 
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adversary intends. Deception methods implement such systematic approaches, with the approach 
varying depending on the method. Some deception methods, briefly outlined below, do not use 
signatures of adversary usage. Other deception approaches do use signatures, including tarpits 
(protocol response agents that obfuscate or conceal open communication channels on a computer 
network) [Bau10] and thin honeypots (virtual hosts that provide only enough functionality for initial 
response to common attacks) [Pro]. 

Deception may be applied at many levels of network architecture. At the highest level, diversification 
and load splitting among several service providers may obscure the network critical points of 
presence. This is commonly done to increase bandwidth, but by splitting traffic across multiple 
providers, network asymmetry may limit the ability of adversaries to interrupt or localize network 
services. Network services, particularly those most attacked and least integrated with protected 
information, may also be outsourced. The U.S. military has already shifted many of their public-facing 
web servers to cloud hosting, which makes their security a matter of contract rather than a matter for 
internal efforts. Attacks against those servers are not attacks against military infrastructures and are 
unlikely to yield increased access to military-operated services or computers. Other network services 
may also be outsourced, but coordination of outsourced services to obtain increased cost savings and 
security is a subject that requires further research, though some guidelines have already been 
published [AGM]. Even where specific servers are not outsourced, some network services may be 
moved to nonmilitary infrastructure via application hosting agreements, available commercially. 

There has been some effort on generation of deceptive content [TJS12]. Creation of bodies of false 
information could be used to mislead persistent adversaries and reduce the confidence they might hold 
in information exfiltrated from organization networks. There are building blocks available in the open 
literature to systematically (and even automatically) construct such bodies of false information and to 
maintain the separation between false and true information, but further research and development 
would be required for an operational capability. 

Examples 

The most commonly cited network deception lies in the implementation of honeypots or honeynets. 
While the most minimal honeypots are often signature based, in the sense of providing responses 
expected by known attacks, higher-function honeypots [Pro] are full virtual servers that are 
implemented purely to waste adversary effort and to alert defenders to adversary activity. Honeynets 
are subnets of honeypots, designed to interact together but not link to organization resources, to more 
fully deceive adversaries as to their nature. Typically, outbound honeypot/honeynet-initiated contacts 
are blocked by surrounding infrastructure to limit the adversary’s capability to exploit the honeypot or 
honeynet as a base for network attack. 

Risks and Vulnerabilities 

The liabilities of deception include adversary exploits of deceptive infrastructure (including 
entrapment issues and compromise of third-party information), separation of deceptive infrastructure 
and information from operational infrastructure and information without impacting either the 
effectiveness of the deception or the efficiency of operations, and fiduciary liabilities (including 
justification of the amount of effort expended on deception). 
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Level of Adoption 

Deception solutions are not as common as many of the other solutions. The increased level of 
interaction with the attacker causes concern for many. Effectiveness measurement of deception is 
currently an unresolved research issue for network security. How to maintain network deception over 
time is also unknown currently. These liabilities and unknowns would need to be addressed prior to 
deployment of an operational capability. 

Policy Implications 

In general, specific policy considerations would need to be resolved prior to widespread deception as a 
defensive measure; specifically, how possible liabilities would be handled.  

3.8 Anomaly Detection 

Description 

Over the last 25 years, the academic literature has explored anomaly detection (AD) as applied to 
intrusion detection. In Jones and Moitra [JM13], we provided a selective survey of the large body of 
AD literature and identified key terms and categories, important authors, and trends. We used the 
following definitions of AD, adapted from Chandola, Banerjee, and Kumar [CBK09]: 

anomaly detection: “Anomaly detection [is] the problem of finding patterns in data that do not 

conform to expected behavior.” 

anomaly: “These non-conforming patterns are often referred to as anomalies, outliers, discordant 

observations, exceptions, aberrations, surprises, peculiarities or contaminants.” 

Many IDS/IPS vendors have added some form of AD within their devices to enhance signature-based 
detection. Examples include McAfee, Sourcefire, and Enterasys. The sensors monitor network traffic 
and develop a baseline of the normal traffic patterns. Using statistical calculations, they can identify 
traffic that diverges from the norm and notify the security administrator. Despite their automated 
capabilities, these products usually require significant tuning to reduce the number of false positives 
and focus their monitoring on desired activities. Because most enterprise networks experience 
frequent changes, this creates a recurring workload, a problem known as concept drift. Some products 
implement a very basic form of AD instead of a more sophisticated statistical solution, resulting in a 
wide range in effectiveness across the market. Successful deployments seem to apply AD to a narrow 
problem space and include domain-specific functionality to filter statistical anomalies, similar to an 
expert system. This allows the solution to focus on very specific things, reducing false positives.  

There is also an increased use of wireless intrusion detection devices to identify unauthorized network 
access points. This varies across organizations based on their individual wireless policies. This area is 
still developing given the tremendous growth of handheld devices. Security management systems have 
not kept pace, and integration of data is a gap. 

Examples 

Data loss scenario: In a basic configuration, an AD IDS sensor would monitor user traffic going to 
the internet. The organization could be concerned about the loss of intellectual property and want to 
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monitor for suspicious file transfers to external sites. The sensor would detect the anomaly and alert 
analysts when a user’s file transfer activity is significantly different than a reference group of users. 
This is in contrast to a DLP solution that might rely on hard-coded rules and thresholds that are not 
site- or user-specific. The SIEM would alert security analysts to possible incidents requiring 
investigation.  

 

Figure 8: Intrusion Detection System Example 
 

The Cuckoo’s Egg: In 1986 Cliff Stoll [Sto89] began investigating what appeared to be a minor 
accounting error in a billing system and wound up catching a hacker selling secrets to the KGB. This 
fits the definition of AD: a small amount of data in the billing records did not conform to expectations. 

Cross-domain collaborative anomaly detection: Boggs and colleagues [BHSS11] describe a system 
that performs payload inspection on web traffic, identifies potential attacks, shares the information 
across sites, and correlates anonymized results to reduce false positives. This is a far more complex 
example of AD, but it also fits the definition. The system had a training period of several weeks to 
determine normal or expected behavior, and it later alerted on items that did not fall within that range. 

These examples illustrate the diversity of AD. It can be simple and manual or complex, involving 
multiple systems and complex algorithms. The bottom line is that AD systems must have some 
expectation and understanding of normalcy and a way to detect things that fall outside that definition. 

Risks and Vulnerabilities 

The sensors are deployed at various network locations within the enterprise and become targets 
themselves. They are not protected within an enclave with additional controls. Most solutions include 
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a centrally managed configuration that could be altered either intentionally or by accident, affecting 
the performance of the sensors.  

Anomalous behavior is not always malicious: Gates and Taylor [GT06] list assumptions underlying 
the use of AD for intrusion detection. The most notable assumption is that attack behavior is somehow 
different from normal traffic, but attackers might hide their activities in normal traffic. The use of 
manual versus automated AD does not change this problem. 

The need for actionable reporting: “Anomaly detection systems face a key challenge of transferring 
their results into actionable reports for the network operator. In many studies, we observe a lack of this 
crucial final step, which we term the semantic gap…. The next step then needs to interpret the results 
from an operator’s point of view — ‘What does it mean?’ Answering this question goes to the heart of 
the difference between finding abnormal activity and attacks.” [SP10]. Answering this question is 
both necessary and difficult. 

Level of Adoption 

One result of the industry survey confirmed that machine-learning-based AD sensors for intrusion 
detection are not widely deployed in operational environments. One organization reported that they 
“have machine learning and data mining experts, but we have largely abandoned it [for internal 
intrusion detection]…. Statistical modeling has just not been effective. The problem is that internal 
security does not have labeled data.” Another respondent with expert knowledge of machine learning 
reported “trying out a number of anomaly detection techniques from the open literature [and being 
disappointed] every time.” 

Our findings from the interviews confirm the observations, highlighted by the SEI’s Jones and Moitra 
[JM13], of Sommer and Paxson [SP10]. They examine “the surprising imbalance between the 
extensive amount of research on machine learning-based anomaly detection pursued in the academic 
intrusion detection community, versus the lack of operational deployments of such systems.” They 
identify five challenges to the successful application of machine learning and AD to the problem 
domain of intrusion detection: the difficulties of outlier detection in machine learning, the high cost of 
errors, the need for actionable reports, the diversity of network traffic, and difficulties with evaluation. 
These challenges help explain why these techniques are not widely deployed. 

Costs and Benefit Considerations 

A sensor-based AD solution requires a significant hardware deployment because the sensors are 
distributed across the network. Obviously, this depends on the specific enterprise and its tailored 
application. In addition, costs will include the labor required to configure and tune the solution before 
it can become operational. After deployment, operational costs will include the analysts’ time to 
respond to alerts, including any false positives as well as continual tuning as the enterprise changes. 
These operational costs have been larger than expected by many organizations. These costs are 
hampering the perceived value of the solution, and many organizations are not finding that the 
solution significantly increases their capabilities. A benefit of the sensor-based solution is that it 
monitors live traffic, so it takes less time to detect an issue than manual solutions that operate on 
resulting event and log data.  
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4 Summary and Recommendations 

Discussions with the operational organizations provided a good view into the effectiveness of the 
various solutions. The cybersecurity field is still maturing, and these organizations continue to trial 
products and approaches to address gaps and improve capabilities. The ones that prove to be effective 
continue to be supported, and the non-effective solutions are retired. The technologies and techniques 
vary in their level of maturity and provide various opportunities for future innovation. It is important 
to note that the majority of the organizations we talked to were large enterprises from critical 
infrastructure sectors. These organizations seem to be early adopters, and there is probably a 
significant opportunity for additional deployments within other portions of the community. 

Figure 9 summarizes each solution based on the evaluation factors that were considered. The factors 
are grouped into benefits, maturity, level of adoption, cost considerations, and risks. The values are 
qualitative assessments based on the research, interviews, and the SEI’s experience. The matrix also 
contains information on policy options to consider. Policy types include adoption, education, research 
and development, staffing, and IT policy. Each column shows the relative values, providing a 
comparison of the solutions for each factor.  

 

Figure 9: Solution Summary 

Hunting operations is a major focus for many of the organizations that we interviewed. It is a 
relatively new approach that is being driven to address existing challenges with SIEM solutions as 
well as the technology developments associated with “big data” and data analytics. Though it is 
manual, this approach maximizes the ability of analysts and often results in discovery of indicators 
that make further automated detection possible. Advances in tool sets and development of best 
practices should be encouraged to expedite the enhancement of this solution.  
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DNS analytics, list-based solutions, and network profiling will continue to provide value. They do not 
require significant technology development or staff, and operational experience and sharing of 
techniques and specific lists will foster continual improvement.  

Content inspection and deception techniques such as honeypots require ongoing research and 
development of new techniques to keep pace with the latest attacks. The infrastructure and processes 
will only remain effective if there is continued emphasis on analysis of threats and attack scenarios. 
Ongoing support is needed for the continued analysis of the changing threat landscape and 
development of new discovery techniques. 

Cost continues to be an important consideration. Costs include the infrastructure costs associated with 
the hardware, software, and maintenance; the deployment labor; and the ongoing operational support 
labor. Most of the interview participants cited funding constraints that influence their strategy. 
Hunting operations, SIEM systems, and AD sensors have high costs, which is why their effectiveness 
has received high scrutiny. DNS analytics, list-based techniques, and deception configurations 
generally have low costs, enabling organizations to quickly test capabilities. The cost equation 
combined with the overall effectiveness drive whether solutions will be adopted and matured over 
time.  

Recommendations 

Promote the adoption of hunting operations, sandboxing, DNS analytics, and network profiling 
through policy guidance and funding allocations. Give engineering and operational groups the 
support they need to deploy the associated technologies and the staff they require for these solutions. 
Expedite the learning process by rotating staff to share knowledge. Consider establishing a framework 
to support distributed security operation centers using shared infrastructure and technologies to 
decrease deployment time and cost.  

Develop a human resource and staffing strategy to support hunting operations. Scalability of 
staffing needs to be addressed by increasing funding, enhancing education, instituting training 
programs, attracting individuals to the field, and other steps to initiate an order-of-magnitude increase 
in the workforce. Security operation groups need the funding required to staff an effective analysis 
unit that can address salary and career path issues. University curriculums and position training plans 
need to be enacted to develop the skill base.  

Fund research and development efforts supporting advancement of sandbox techniques, DNS 
analytics, and automation of hunting operations. Support the development of knowledge of 
specific attack scenarios to respond to the ever-changing security landscape. Given the trend toward 
application-specific attacks, work with the vendor community to understand application architectures 
and vulnerabilities. Provide environments to develop and test new techniques and analytics. 
Collaborate to share information on emerging threats and discovery techniques. Regarding hunting 
operations, monitor the scalability capabilities of hardware and software platforms to identify potential 
issues early, and continue to improve solution efficiencies. Research methods for sharing analytics 
across organizations, taking into account the uniqueness of organizations. Promote the use of pilot 
programs to encourage the development of analytic tools and expert systems that provide more value 
to the analyst.  
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Integrate researchers into operational environments to better inform efforts and increase 
likelihood of operational effectiveness. Promote two-way collaboration between R&D and 
operational staff, creating a stronger understanding of challenges, requirements, and innovation. 

Augment IT policy on DNS designs to support the implementation of DNS analytics and the 
collection of passive DNS information at the enterprise level. Review the current architecture 
guidance and status of implementation. Support the deployment of the additional services required to 
support the monitoring, collection, and analysis of DNS-related information addressing performance 
and scalability needs. Develop a mechanism to allow various security operations groups supporting 
the enterprise networks to access the data.  

Clarify policies regarding deception techniques to address concerns regarding potential 
liabilities. The liabilities include adversary exploits of deceptive infrastructure (including entrapment 
issues and compromise of third-party information), separation of deceptive and operational 
infrastructures, and fiduciary liabilities. 

Assist in applying appropriate policies to address the security requirements for hunting 
operations and “big data” solutions that centralize extensive amounts of sensitive information 
from across the enterprise. Leverage guidance and solutions from the intelligence community as 
appropriate. Evaluate the use of cloud environments and the associated contract and service level 
agreement direction required to provide appropriate security of the information and services. Promote 
the implementation of granular access controls based on security policies and risk management 
considering the large data set. Work with the open source initiatives and the commercial marketplace 
to promote advancement of security features within “big data” offerings.  
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5 Closing 

This study incorporated the views from academic literature and the operational experience of 
representatives from some of the critical infrastructures. We explored the use of non-signature-based 
solutions for intrusion detection, identifying techniques that are proving effective and potential trends 
for the future. The results of our survey, interviews, and analysis led to the following conclusions. 

No single technical solution is enough. 

We identified no single technical solution to address the problem of discovering new, unknown, and 
sophisticated attacks. 

Hunting operations find new attacks. 

Analyst teams, combined with “big data” technologies, are being formed to sift through the large 
quantities of available data to detect incidents. The general process is to mine data, understand 
anomalies, and then codify an analytic around the indicators identified. This also enables automation. 

Signature solutions are still important. 

Signature-based solutions are still important. They catch the older, known, less sophisticated attacks, 
reducing noise so analysts can focus on newer, unknown, and sophisticated attacks. Also, signature-
based solutions can help automate detection of attacks identified via non-signature-based approaches. 

Commercial solutions are dissatisfying. 

The study participants expressed a high degree of dissatisfaction with commercial solutions in the 
areas of attack detection, integration, scalability, and perceived value. Open source software and 
custom storage solutions are being used to address some of these problems. 

Additional skilled analysts are needed. 

While automation may assist human understanding, it will not fully replace it. Analysts will remain an 
important part of the solution to discovering new, unknown, and sophisticated attacks. 
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Appendix A: Interview Questions 

The SEI used the following questions to loosely guide the discussions in the interview phase of the 
project. 

1 Current signature-based solutions 

• What signature-based detection solutions are you using currently? 
o e.g., IDS, AV, etc. 

• What gaps/deficiencies do you see in signature-based solutions? 
• What is the level of maturity of this segment? 

2 Current anomaly-detection-based solutions 

• What anomaly detection solutions are you examining? 
o Vendors 
o Features 
o Analytics 

• What is the level of maturity of this segment? 

3 Other non-signature-based solutions? 

• Besides anomaly detection, what other non-signature solutions are you considering? 
o Deception based (e.g., honeypots) 
o Behavioral analysis (scanning, quarantine, and analysis of malware) 
o Others? 

• Are you emphasizing acquiring or developing solutions? 
• What is the level of maturity of this segment? 

4 Major challenges for non-signature-based solutions 

• Describe some of the major challenges that you foresee in deploying non-signature-based 
solutions. 

o scalability? 
o normalization? 
o correlation? 
o staffing? 
o false positive rates? 

5 The future 

• What longer-term needs will you want the security marketplace to address? 
• How do you see your solutions evolving over the next several years? 
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6 Measures of success 

• What are your measures of success? In what order? 
o Prevention of successful attack? 
o Detection of attacks missed by signature-based solutions? 
o Cost reduction? 
o Risk reduction? 
o Return on investment? (How would you calculate it?) 
o Other? 
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Appendix B: Taxonomies 

At the outset of this project, we believed that one of the major evaluation tasks would be to classify 
and compare various commercial and noncommercial tools. We believed there would be a need for a 
list of common terms and taxonomies to classify systems. While we still believe that these are needed 
for direct comparisons of specific systems, the major solutions identified in this report did not require 
such detailed comparisons. 

For those wishing to perform such direct comparisons, we refer you to the following: 

• “Glossary of Key Information Security Terms” [Kis10] 

• “Guide to Intrusion Detection and Prevention Systems” [SM12] 

• We adopted a taxonomy of anomaly detection features from Davis and Clark [DC11] and 
Estevez-Tapiador, Garcia-Teodoro, and Diaz-Verdejo [ETGTDV04]. 

• We adopted a taxonomy of anomaly detection techniques from Chandola, Banerjee, and Kumar 
[CBK09]. 

Finally, we developed the following taxonomy for classifying defensive cybersecurity solutions, 
including anomaly detection systems. 

Cybersecurity solutions 
• Defensive 

o Access control 
 Network based 

• Example: Checkpoint Firewall-1 
o Signature-based threat detection 

 Intrusion detection systems 
• Example: Snort 

 Antivirus system 
• Example: Symantec 
• Example: McAfee 

 [White|Black]listing 
o Non-signature-based threat detection 

 Intrusion detection systems 
• Specification based 

o Firewall 
− Example: Checkpoint Firewall-1 
− Example: Cisco ASA 

• Behavioral detection systems 
o Example: BotHunter 

• Misuse detection systems 
o Example: BotHunter 

• Anomaly detection systems 
o Anomaly detection features 
o Anomaly detection techniques 

− Small 
− Medium 
− Large 
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 Deception 
 Visualization 
 Reputation 
 Sandbox execution 
 Game-theoretic 

o Hybrid system 
o Components common to multiple approaches 

 Techniques 
• Noise reduction 
• Cross-site correlation 
• Single-source data analysis 
• Multisource data analysis 

 Actionable reporting 
• Understand context 
• Focus on assets 
• Reduce scope 

 Evaluation criteria 
• Data needs 

o Common data sets 
o Labeled data sets 
o Realistic data sets 

• Scale 
o Level of analysis 
o Time scale of analysis 
o Size of network, number of hosts 

 Performance considerations 
• Separate processing and analysis layers 
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Appendix C: Scalability of Staffing 

Some of the solutions discussed have a significant dependency on the availability of trained, available 
analysts. Today, such staffers are scarce, and their distribution seems to be based on the size of the 
organization. For instance, larger, well-funded organizations are able to establish a security analytics 
unit, but they are experiencing challenges with hiring and retaining qualified staff. Smaller 
organizations are not able to support the same organizational model and need to rely on other 
mechanisms. They have a stronger dependency on deploying technology solutions to automate 
functionality. This broad range of environments creates the need for a variety of solutions. While 
today’s enterprises have taken steps forward, their solutions are not the optimal, scalable solutions for 
the future. 

Scalability of staffing needs to be addressed by increasing funding, enhancing education, instituting 
training programs, attracting individuals to the field, and taking other steps to initiate an order-of-
magnitude increase in the workforce. Security operation groups need the funding required to staff an 
effective analysis unit. These analysts usually possess more skills and experience and so require 
higher salaries. Government should continue its coordination activities with universities to support the 
development of effective curricula and individual classes. Training programs need to be available for 
staff already in the workforce. The government can also be a key advocate for the field and attract 
people to it. Establishing and maintaining a positive culture around cyber defense functions can 
persuade smart, energetic students to pursue a related career. For instance, the idea of working at 
NASA has always interested a large group of young people, leading them to studies related to science 
and math. A similar atmosphere needs to be created for cyber defense. Lastly, individuals need to feel 
that they have the opportunity to make a difference and add value. They need to be positioned and 
equipped for success. 

Despite increasing the workforce, additional automated capabilities will be required to keep pace with 
the exponential growth of attacks. Detection and response activities need to operate at network speed 
whenever possible. The current trend toward data mining and hunting operations by analysts is one of 
the best available options at present.. 
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Appendix D: Noise Reduction Techniques 

This appendix lists solutions that can be classified as noise reduction techniques. These help focus 
attention on relevant subsets of network activity, reducing the amount of information that must be 
analyzed. 

Constrain User Behavior 

Constraining user behavior is one way to reduce noise. It simultaneously reduces the actions that are 
possible, reducing the likelihood of successful attacks, and makes violations stand out. 

An organization’s ability to implement high levels of constraint depends on the organization’s risk 
tolerance. For example, the financial sector places strong emphasis on integrity and confidentiality and 
can be more restrictive, whereas telecommunication carriers place more emphasis on availability and 
must be relatively unconstrained because their customer base expects open and unfiltered access to 
internet resources. The organization’s relationship to its users is a key factor in determining the level 
of control that can be implemented. Employees in the financial sector can expect to tolerate more strict 
controls, whereas telecommunications customers expect fewer controls. 

Constraining user behavior can include measures such as proxies, restricting allowable protocols, 
network segmentation and isolation, disallowing execution of unknown code (application white-
listing), and disallowing personal and mobile devices. The key idea is to limit the number of services, 
servers, protocols, users, and other components that have to be watched, in order to increase 
understanding of expected behavior and make anomalies stand out. 

NIST [NA12] and SANS [SAN] both provide examples of security controls. 

Eliminate the Known Good 

Several interviewees told the SEI that it is easier to find things if you reduce the area you have to 
search, or “throw out the hay to find the needles.” This is similar to a log analysis process that Marcus 
Ranum described as “artificial ignorance” [Ran]. This report describes several solutions that support 
the idea of eliminating the known good. 

Reduce Attack Surface 

Reducing overall attack surface reduces noise. This includes methods such as exposing fewer systems 
to the public internet and exposing fewer services. Proxies, firewalls, and practices such as disabling 
unused services all reduce attack surface. See Manadhata and Wing [MW] for ideas on reducing 
attack surface. 

Defense in Depth 

Defense in depth reduces noise. For example, scanning activity detected by the firewall at an 
organization’s internet gateway can probably be ignored, but indicators of successful compromise on 
the most sensitive internal networks and systems require attention. See May, Hammerstein, Mattson, 
and Rush [MHMR06] for a thorough discussion of defense in depth. 
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Implement Best Practices 

While best practices are not a complete solution, they can reduce noise. For example, signature-based 
solutions such as AV and IDS can be used to identify known, common, or old attacks to allow 
analysts to focus on identifying new, unknown, and sophisticated attacks. 

Threat Intelligence 

Threat intelligence reduces noise by helping focus analysis activities. For example, information that a 
competitor or nation-state is interested in a particular unit of an organization’s operation allows 
analysts to focus on that unit and possibly the identified adversary. But keep Donald Rumsfeld’s 
“unknown unknowns” [Rum02] in mind: lack of threat intelligence does not mean lack of threat. 

Indicator Sharing 

Currently deployed indicator-sharing solutions reduce noise by helping focus analysts on known 
attacks. While they do not help analysts discover unknown attacks, they can shorten the process of 
identifying known malicious activity. See Collective Intelligence Framework (CIF) for one example 
of threat sharing [You11]. 

Whitelists, Blacklists, and Reputation Lists 

Whitelists, blacklists and reputation lists can all be used to help focus analysis. See section 3.5, List-
Based Monitoring. 

Behavioral Analysis 

Behavioral analysis can reduce noise by focusing attention on suspicious behaviors, both by internal 
staff as well as external entities. Several participants in the survey reported successful use of sandbox 
execution of suspect software as a way to evaluate its behavior and determine if it was malicious. See 
Section 3.3, Content Inspection, Section 3.4, DNS Analytics, and Section 3.7,Deception. 
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Appendix E: Understanding What Should Be Happening 

This appendix lists solutions and techniques that increase understanding of well-defined behavior, 
which helps analysts understand what should be happening. 

Use of Well-Defined Protocols 

Most of the network protocols in use today have well-defined specifications that describe, at a 
protocol level, what should be happening. A large amount of work has been aimed at detecting 
protocol anomalies. See for example Sekar et al. [SGF] and Paxson [Pax99]. 

Network Profiling 

Network profiling [WF12], described more fully in Section 3.6, provides a way to baseline networks, 
increase understanding, and detect changes. 

Analysis in Context 

Proper interpretation of the data requires sufficient context. Analysis done at large network 
consolidation points (e.g., enterprise internet gateways) is less effective at finding new or 
sophisticated threats due to reduced knowledge of the target environment. Further, analysts who do 
not have a strong understanding of acceptable or normal business processes have difficulty 
determining whether an anomaly is malicious. Simpler environments with smaller, well-defined 
processes make it easier to spot deviations and determine the proper mitigation and response 
measures. 

Increase Security Controls 

Implementing security controls such as those recommended by NIST [NA12] and SANS [SAN] has 
the double effect of increasing understanding of what should be happening and of what is happening. 
For example, a firewall with a default deny policy that allows inbound web traffic specifies 
what should (or is permitted) to happen. If, in addition, the firewall logs all other failed access 
attempts, the logs give an indication of what is happening. Both these may be useful in identifying 
unknown attacks. 

Well-Defined Security Program 

Having a well-defined and integrated security program that starts with clearly defined mission 
objectives is a foundational step toward improving an organization’s ability to detect incidents. The 
types of policies and business processes influence the type of activity on a network. When analysts 
clearly understand the mission objectives and allowed and expected user behavior, they will be better 
able to detect malicious behavior. See the Critical Success Factors (CSF) [CSWW04], developed as 
part of the CERT® Resilience Management Model (CERT®-RMM) [CER13, CAW10], which provide 
one way to categorize observable and measurable activity that is known to be consistent or 
inconsistent with an organization achieving its mission. 
 
®  CERT® is a registered mark owned by Carnegie Mellon University. 
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